the SOCIOLOGY of RELIGION
Sociology 480/580 - Winter, 2004

UNSIGNED COURSE ASSESSMENT FORM
PLEASE DEPOSIT IN DESIGNATED ENVELOPE IN MY MAILBOX

Please respond to the following questions and turn in with your course journal and final exam. This information will help me in redesigning the Sociology of Religion for future classes. Thanks for taking the extra time and making the extra effort…and please feel free to add any additional comments you care to—

For the following statements please circle the most appropriate response for yourself.

• How well you think you understood the course overall:
  totally greatly a lot not much very little

• How well the course was organized and coherent for you:
  thoroughly quite well adequately not very confusing

• How much the course met your expectations:
  greatly adequately not very much not at all

• The course contained (circle one):
  Lecture: too much right amount not enough
  Reading: too much right amount not enough
  Class discussion: too much just right not enough
  Video/audio materials: too many just right not enough

• Which video(s) in particular would you strongly recommend to continue to be used in the course:

• Which video(s) in particular would you strongly recommend be eliminated from the course:

• What else would you recommend be eliminated?

• What would have liked to see included that wasn’t?
• Assigned reading – Berger:

  Percentage actually read: all most not much almost none

  Difficulty: too difficult appropriate level too easy

  Value: very worthwhile worthwhile enough not worth the effort of reading

  Essential to your understanding of sociology of religion:
  very important not too important somewhat irrelevant

• Assigned reading – CSK:

  Percentage actually read: all most not much almost none

  Difficulty: too difficult appropriate level too easy

  Value: very worthwhile worthwhile enough not worth the effort of reading

  Essential to your understanding of sociology of religion:
  very important not too important somewhat irrelevant

• Your major purpose/goal(s) in taking this course:

• Your most important learning(s) from the course:

• What major changes would you recommend for the future:

• Anything else you would recommend that would have improved your experience in this course:

  Thanks very much again – Michael Toth